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I. Overview and Key findings:
Italy’s snap election on September 25 took place amid a rising tide of social media distortion,
disinformation, and online hate campaigns. During critical moments such as these, the proper
enforcement of platform content moderation policies is essential. Yet, a review of the Italian social
media landscape profiled in this study demonstrates clearly that all of the major Big Tech platforms
failed to apply consistent and transparent enforcement procedures in Italy. To evaluate platform
compliance with their own rules and standards, we performed an in-depth examination to determine
what actions platforms were in fact taking to mitigate the dissemination of content that violates Terms
of Service and (in many cases) Italian law. Were users able to report such content, and would their
notifications be handled swiftly and diligently? Would users be able to understand and appeal to
content moderation decisions? What share of notified content would remain online a week after it had
been flagged via the platforms’ content moderation system?

For this report we collaborated with LUISS Data Lab to assess the effectiveness and implementation
of Facebook’s, Twitter’s, and YouTube’s systems for moderating user-reported content in Italy. In a
prior investigation, we already scrutinised VLOPs’ ability to moderate large-scale coordinated
inauthentic behaviour in the country. What we found was a general failure by the three social media
platforms to respond to flagged content and enforce moderation policies in a timely and fundamental
rights sensitive way.

The EU’s Digital Services Act (DSA), the landmark piece of legislation which seeks to address a host
of online harms – including those associated with electoral processes — was not yet in force at the
time of Italy’s election. However, the major digital media companies have all agreed to a Code of
Practice on Disinformation that pledges consistent and transparent enforcement of rules. They have
not met these standards. Our investigation offers valuable insights into the content moderation
practices of Very Large Online Platforms (VLOPs), and it may help inform the design of regulatory
standards and set expectations for the nascent DSA framework.

Our key findings are as follows:

● User-reported content in clear violation of platform rules is almost never removed by
social media giants in Italy. In cases where content was flagged for review for violating
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platform Terms of Service, Facebook chose to delete the problematic content only 12% of
the time. YouTube and Twitter fared even worse than Facebook, with YouTube removing
flagged content just 6% of the time and Twitter just 5%. Reported content included
incitements to violence and racist hate speech. Disinformation that clearly violated platform
terms of service, including posts that denied the Bucha massacre, was not removed in a
single case even after it was flagged via platforms’ notification systems.

● Removal rates were only slightly higher for content that experts assessed to be illegal
under Italian law. Out of 53 illegal comments that we flagged to Facebook, only 17 were
removed; out of 18 illegal comments that we flagged to Twitter, only 1 was removed; out of 93
illegal comments that we flagged to YouTube, only 7 were removed.

● User-reported content was rarely addressed in a timely or transparent manner. In a
stark indication of serious deficits in platform notice and action procedures during the
monitoring period, YouTube did not respond to any user notifications of potentially
violating comments under videos. Facebook replied to user notifications of reported
content only 45.3% of the time, while Twitter did so just 13.3% of the time. When Facebook
and Twitter did respond to user notifications, the average time span between notification and
response was 3 days and 1 day respectively.

● When Facebook and Twitter did respond to user notifications, responses often did not
include information about content moderation decisions or their reasoning, nor
information about redress possibilities. 40 percent of the responses we received from
Facebook merely stated that the company was not able to review our notification because of
a high overall volume of user notifications. Another 11 percent of the responses we received
from Facebook stated that the company was not able to review our notifications because of
“technical issues”.

● Content that violated platforms’ Terms of Service or Italian law had already been
publicly available on the platforms for months. The comments reported during the
monitoring period had already been online for 123 to 495 days prior to being flagged for
review.

These findings suggest that in order to comply with the forthcoming DSA, as well as their
commitments under the new EU Code of Practice against Disinformation, Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube will need to dramatically improve their notice and action systems, and invest in human as
well as technical content moderation capacities.

In the sections of the report that follow, we discuss our research design, the results of our monitoring
process, and the responsiveness (or general lack thereof) of platform notice and action procedures.
We then conclude with recommendations regarding next steps for stronger compliance with the Code
of Practice on Disinformation and the DSA.

II. Research Method
Our partners at LUISS Data Lab experts identified 300 publicly available comments each on
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube that were assessed to violate platform Terms of Service or
Italian law. The provisions of Italian law deemed to be violated by various comments included issues
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of defamation, substitution of a person, threats, incitement to violence, violation of privacy, stalking
and harassment, copyright infringement, and insult. A complete list of the Terms of Services and
provisions of Italian law deemed to have been violated is available in the Appendix. Select examples
of corresponding comments are provided there as well. After being selected by the LUISS Data Lab
experts, each set of 300 comments deemed to have violated platform Terms of Service or Italian law
were flagged for review through the official reporting mechanisms of the three monitored platforms. As
a third step, we monitored and documented social media companies' responses, or lack thereof, over
the next seven days.

The data sample is available here.

III. Monitoring Results
Notably, under the e-Commerce Directive, service providers like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube are
responsible for removing the illegal content or disabling access to it as soon as they are made aware
of its illegal nature. Going forward, the same principle will be upheld in the Digital Services Act (DSA),
which also prescribes the adaptation of content moderation processes (such as the speed and quality
of processing notices) to mitigate systemic risks like the dissemination of illegal content (Article 35),
and obliges platforms to provide users with transparent reasoning and redress possibilities following
content moderation decisions.

After reporting the total of 900 violating comments, our team monitored the response of each platform
over the next seven days. Their corresponding responses are graphed below:

Content removal rates

Facebook

Among the three monitored platforms, Facebook was the most responsive in removing the reported
content. Nonetheless, the share of comments removed by Facebook was still quite low with only 31 of
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the 300 comments deleted after the first day of reporting (10.33%). Facebook deleted three
additional comments on the second day, and two more on the third. No further action was taken
following the third day, meaning a total of 36 out of the 300 flagged comments were deleted (12%).
By contrast, in similarly conducted research assessing Facebook’s moderation policies in other
European countries, removal rates were at 50% in Germany and 30% in France. This disparity
reinforces Facebook’s poor performance in enforcing its content moderation policies in Italian (as
compared to German and French). Notably, the content reported to Facebook included 81 long
comments that contained almost identical content. These comments were written by 47 different
accounts, suggesting a sophisticated level of coordination in spreading the content which was
assessed by the LUISS Data Lab experts to be in violation of Facebook’s Terms of Service and
reported as false information – yet was not removed. Given that this behaviour raises suspicion of
coordinated inauthentic behaviour, Facebook should pay more attention when such content is
reported, as its nature and coordination would be yet another violation of Facebook’s rules.

Below, we provide the excerpts of two such long-form comments that contained Kremlin
disinformation and were published by different accounts. They were permitted to remain visible
despite being flagged for review. The first one refers to the misinformation about US chemical
laboratories in Ukraine. The second one falsely stated that the Bucha massacre was a provocation by
“the Ukrainian regime” – yet another fake promoted by the Kremlin (see Appendix for full versions of
these examples).

Example 1. English translation: I would add that the US has placed 14 chemical weapons
manufacturing laboratories in Ukraine in recent years, along the entire Russian border.
Therefore a threat is not only linked to missiles. At this point, it is not difficult to understand
Putin's reaction, acclaimed by the pro-Russian populations of Donbas as a liberator of those
areas that must not be annexed to Russia but given back to their freedom after the
massacres of recent years. There is no good or bad, only good or bad information .
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Example 2. English translation: The ideological violence against Russia is also made up
of fake news that follows one after the other. Today, the West has launched the "Bucha
massacre" lie, which has risen to international prominence. Russia is again put into the
media pillory; horrified Euroburocrats are already preparing other sanctions. This immoral lie
of Bucha is debunked by the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, the text of which
I translate below: "All the photos and videos published by the Kyiv regime that allegedly
testify to" the crimes of Russian soldiers "in the city of Bucha (Kyiv region) represent another
provocation by the Ukrainian regime.

YouTube

YouTube removed 19 of the 300 flagged comments (6.3%) after the first day of reporting. No
additional action was taken by the platform across the remainder of the monitoring period.

Twitter

Twitter removed the fewest number of reported comments among the three monitored platforms. After
the first day, Twitter removed 12 of the 300 flagged comments (4%). Five days after the content was
initially reported, Twitter deleted two additional comments. In total, Twitter removed just 14
comments during the course of the monitoring period (4.6%).

Assessment

Considering that all of the comments flagged for review had previously been assessed by LUISS Data
Lab experts as violating Italian law or the platform’s Terms of Service, the resulting removal rates
were extremely low. The failure to remove illegal content is particularly striking, given that online
platforms are responsible for removing it upon gaining knowledge of its existence (though the
platforms might argue they were only informed that the content violated their Terms of Service – not
the law - given that users are not able to flag content as potentially illegal in Italy). For context,
Facebook only deleted 17 out of 53 comments that experts assessed to be in violation of Italian law.
Twitter deleted 1 out of 18 comments, and YouTube removed 7 out of 93 comments that experts
assessed to violate Italian law. Examples of these flagged content can be found in the Appendix.
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Further analysis of the content deleted by the platforms indicated that the platforms’ content policy
enforcement is inconsistent. While, for instance, some hateful comments were moderated, many
similar comments remained available on the platforms after being reported. Comments that included
disinformation were not removed at all on Facebook or YouTube.

Example 3. Moderated Facebook comment reported as harassment. English translation: Save
yourself because if I meet you on the street I will kick you

Example 4. Moderated Twitter comment reported as violent threats. English translation: I would
dissolve you in acid, stinking farts

Example 5. Moderated YouTube comment reported as hate speech or graphic violence. English
translation: I would shoot him with buckshot these parasitic rogues pieces of shit

Example 6. Unmoderated Facebook comment reported as hate speech. English translation: The law
is not the same for all of them never arrest them people wake up and go and break their face.

Example 7. Unmoderated Twitter comment reported as hateful conduct. English translation: Your
master licks Arabs' asses for thousands of euros. You should find the courage to shut up, you obese ass

Example 8. Unmoderated YouTube comment reported as hate speech or graphic violence. The video
under which the comment was left is about migrants. English translation: They should be set on fire.

Comments that were deleted by the platforms after being reported by our team had, on average,
already been visible online for 227 days. This prolonged availability of violating content indicates a
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general lack of proactive content moderation on the part of platforms. It also reinforces the essential
nature of reporting mechanisms. On Facebook, the 36 comments that were deleted had already been
available for an average of 191 days (ranging from 92 to 321 days). Similarly, the 14 comments
deleted by Twitter had been online for an average of 203 days (ranging from 115 to 366 days). Yet it
YouTube’s track record was the worst, with the 19 deleted comments having been available for an
average of 327 days prior to removal (ranging from 123 to 454 days).

IV. Notice and Action Procedures
There is currently no legal obligation in Italy for platforms to inform notifying users about their content
moderation decisions. Nevertheless, Twitter states in its terms of use that it will send follow-up emails
and notifications regarding such action. By contrast, Facebook remains vague on the issue in its
general rules, specifying notice and action procedures only on a page related to the German Network
Enforcement Act (“NetzDG”). YouTube does not provide any respective information (although users
can check the platform's response regarding reported videos, as opposed to comments, on the
Report history page).

The results of our monitoring highlight that in the majority of cases in Italy, platforms do not inform
notifiers about the results of their content moderation decisions. Despite its stated policy, Twitter failed
to provide a response in 86.7% of cases, while Facebook failed to reply in 54.7% of the cases.
YouTube, for its part, did not send responses to notifying users at all. Given that platforms will be
required to provide such notification to users under Article 16 of the forthcoming DSA, it appears as
though the platforms we monitored will need to significantly increase or entirely retool their efforts in
order to comply with the new legislation.

Below, we discuss in more depth the notice and action procedures of Facebook and Twitter as
observed during the monitoring process (no discussion of YouTube is offered because the platform
failed to provide any information on their processes).
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Facebook

As noted above, Facebook failed to reply in 54.7% of the reported cases (sending 136 notifications
in response to the 300 reported comments). This might be attributable, in part, to a lack of capacity
and insufficient moderation mechanisms for the Italian language – we also received 55 notifications
explaining that Facebook did not review the notified content because of the generally high
volume of user-reported content. Similarly, Facebook stated that it was not able to review notified
content due to technical issues in 15 cases.

We received the following five types of replies from Facebook in response to reported comments:

● Facebook agreed to delete the comment, referring to its Community Standards (29 replies).

● Facebook did not review the comment because of the “high volume of reports” (55 replies).

● Facebook did not agree to delete the comment, referring to its Community Standards (29
replies).
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● The reporting of the comment helped Facebook deal with spam, but the comment was not
deleted (8 replies).

● Facebook was not able to review the report due to a “technical issue" (15 replies).

Twitter

As noted above, Twitter failed to reply in 86.7% of the reported cases (sending only 40 responses
for the 300 notified comments). In 22 of these notifications, Twitter acknowledged a violation and
stated:

“We locked @USER account for breaking our abusive behavior rule. We found
they broke our abusive behavior rule through different reports we received about
their behavior. They can’t Tweet, Retweet, or Like content, and we’ll ask them to
remove the reported content if they want to regain full access to their account.”

This approach differs from Facebook’s, under which the platform directly acts to take down a violating
comment. By contrast, Twitter indicates that it will not delete the comment itself – instead choosing to
ask the abusive user to remove the content in order to “regain full access to their account.”

We also observed that Twitter communicates through different channels based on the type of decision
that is made on a reported comment. If a violation is found, the decision appears in the notifications
section of Twitter’s website or app. Conversely, if Twitter decides that no policies were broken, the
user receives notification via email. Interestingly, as we observed in our research, a user with no
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linked email to their account will therefore not be informed if the platform assesses a reported
comment to not be in violation of Twitter’s rules. This discrepancy indicates a surprising inconsistency
in the design of Twitter’s notice and action procedures.

We received the following two types of replies from Twitter in response to reported comments:

● Notification via email stating that the user
responsible for the reported comment did
not violate Twitter’s rules (14 email replies
with usernames identified; those users were
responsible for 18 total reported comments).

● Notification on Twitter stating that the user
account responsible for the reported
comment has been “locked” due to Twitter
finding that the user “broke our abusive
behavior rule” (22 replies).

V. Conclusion
The findings of this report indicate that Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube failed to comply with their own
content policies in Italy. In particular, we noted shortcomings in the platforms’ assessment of the
violative nature of reported content as well as their ability to act in a timely fashion. We also found
them to be wanting in terms of transparency, user rights and the technical capacity of their notification
systems. These findings draw attention to the critical need for platforms to take more effective
systems-based approaches to content moderation. This is true in general, and particularly so during
times of election where democratic processes can be distorted by large-scale hate and disinformation
campaigns. Making necessary changes will be crucial for the platforms to comply with the Code of
Practice on Disinformation and the forthcoming DSA. Under the Commitment 14 of the Code, for
example, platforms already commit to bolstering their efforts addressing disinformation.
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Appendix

Facebook

(A) Examples of comments that were deleted after being reported.

Comment English Translation

they should burn dirty too

But exterminate them from the earth to these
ignorant ones

You bastards when you make him inject that shit!
You must die and very badly!

We will first have to kick ass you who are more
traitors than others 🤮🤮🤮

And we bunch of balls are going to save them at
sea, it would be time to sink them when they
approach the Italian coasts.

Maybe a bomb falls on your head, even convince
the useless fascistella to come... Two birds with
one stone!!

But these characters are not ashamed.
Unacceptable should be impaled alive ... 😂😂😂

Save yourself because if I meet you on the street
I will kick you

I would not put them in jail, I would throw them in
a purifier in the middle of the shit because that is
their place

(B) Examples of comments that were not deleted after being reported.

Comment English Translation

Characters to be incinerated immediately.

To be shot immediately

Throw them 4 bombs and we finish it, after the
covid, this is the icing

Let's throw it into the intrinsically safe 4th
generation reactor. Let's hope it breaks down and
fry it well.

I'd put her in the chair. Electric though.
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They had to burn them all first 😍

To be eliminated for life. Never with IV who had
the courage, together with his gypsies, to bring
down his government

I'd give 15,000 kicks in the ass to these parasites.

What the hell are we waiting to burn them on the
BURNING!

We continue to be GOOD, it will be a success 😂
The first SHOT to the judge !!!

Libya must be bombed worse than Gaddafi

They have to castrate them and then execute
their parents

Tie them to a car and have them do the same
thing.

Mortacci, They speak of the Suffice of the Left
who still let dogs and pigs in, put them in jail
together with the lamorgese, so these great sons,
of troja instead of raping people who walk in the
street, give them the lamorgese, leave it with
them, so All the boils will pass, there is the fault
of this government of shit, it would be to castrate
them all, from dragons down, and those 2 put on
the wall, together with all those of the
government. Mortacci Loro..

Disinformation
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This war started in 2014, when a US-backed
coup d'état took place in Ukraine (there was
Biden vice president and Clinton secretary of
state). They removed the pro-Russian Ukrainian
president who took refuge in Moscow, took power
by force and installed a pro-American
government. After the coup, anti-Russian laws
were immediately enacted. Except that Ukraine is
a country divided in two, in the west they are
Ukrainians, nationalists and neighbors to Europe,
in the east and in the Crimea they are Russians.
Russia with a coup has taken back Crimea
without firing a shot (because 90% are Russians
and have held a referendum). While in the other
provinces persecutions have been carried out
(fines if you speak in Russian, shootings on those
who prayed in Russian). OSCE data speak of
14,000 civilian and military deaths in Donbas in 7
years. In 2014 there was the Odessa massacre,
but they talked too little about it on TV. The
Ukrainians set fire to a union that was full of
elderly people, women with children, those who
survived the fire were shot to death. Putin has
repeatedly denounced the genocide in the
Donbas (14,000 dead) but none of the Western
media has investigated. Then Trump arrived and
Ukraine was left alone, he didn't care. There was
a ceasefire and the Minsk agreements were
made which provided for the recognition of the
two republics by Ukraine as regions with special
status. This leads to the election of Biden, who
immediately stated that Putin is a killer and that
he would make him pay. Biden's son Hunter has
several pipelines in Ukraine, and millionaire
business. Biden has asked for Ukraine to join
NATO, which is unacceptable to Russia.
Unacceptable because the missiles would be
aimed 300 km from Moscow. Because they would
be focused on Beijing, in fact China has
supported Russia with very high gas contracts.
American hysteria about the start of the war
began in December. They pumped Zelensky to
bomb the Donbas again to take it back by
promising him military aid. He fell for it. Russia
sat at the table with all the presidents and with all
the foreign ministers but to no avail. Nobody
wanted to negotiate, but they argued that Ukraine
has the right to join NATO. Russia has offered to
demilitarize Ukraine to make it a buffer state, like
Switzerland, of gas and cargo transit, but without
weapons. He was told no. I would add that the
US has placed 14 chemical weapons
manufacturing laboratories in Ukraine in recent
years, along the entire Russian border. Therefore
a threat not only linked to missiles. At this point it
is not difficult to understand Putin's reaction,
acclaimed by the pro-Russian populations of
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Donbass as a liberator of those areas that must
not be annexed to Russia but given back to their
freedom after the massacres of recent years.
There are no good and bad, but only good or bad
information (R. Humber). Claudio Rufo

THE KYIV CINEMA FANTASY "The Bucha
Massacre": the new Kyiv cinefantasy on all
media pro Nato by Marinella Mondaini 3 April
2022 / 21.00 ᴸ'ᴬᴺᵀᴵᴰᴵᴾᴸᴼᴹᴬᵀᴵᶜᴼ The ideological
violence against Russia is also made up of false
news that follows one after another the other one.
Today the West has launched the lie of the
"Bucha massacre", which has risen to
international prominence. Russia is put to the
media pillory again, horrified Euroburocrats are
already preparing other sanctions. This immoral
lie of Bucha is debunked by the Ministry of
Defense of the Russian Federation, whose text I
translate below: "All the photos and videos
published by the Kiev regime that testify to" the
crimes of Russian soldiers "in the city of Bucha
(region of Kiev) represent another provocation by
the Ukrainian regime. For as long as the city of
Bucha has been under the control of the Russian
Armed Forces, not a single civilian has been the
victim of violent actions. In the city centers of the
Kiev region, Russian soldiers distributed 452 tons
of humanitarian aid to the civilian population. The
inhabitants of Bucha under the control of the
Russian Armed Forces moved freely around the
city and used cell phones. The exits from Bucha
were not blocked. All citizens had the possibility
of freely leaving the inhabited centers in the north
direction, including towards the Republic of
Belarus; furthermore, the southern areas of the
city, including the neighborhoods inhabited by
civilians, were bombed day and night by
Ukrainian soldiers using large-caliber artillery,
tanks and reactive multiple-fire systems. We want
to emphasize in particular that all divisions of the
Russian Armed Forces left Bucha permanently
on March 30, that is, the day after the talks
between Ukraine and Russia in Istanbul. In
addition to this, on March 31, the mayor of
Bucha, Anatolij Fedoruch, in his speech through
a video confirmed that "there is not a single
Russian soldier left in the city" and did not speak
of "civilians killed in the streets with hands tied ".
This is no wonder that all the so-called "evidence
of the crimes in Bucha" only appeared on the
fourth day, when the Ukrainian Secret Service
(SBU) and Ukrainian TV operators arrived in
Bucha. Of particular note is the fact that all the
bodies of the people killed, whose images
published by the Kiev regime, are not stiffened
after at least 4 days, they do not have the typical
corpse stains and there is no blood that melts. in
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wounds. All this irrefutably confirms that Bucha's
photographs and images are the usual staging, a
plot of the Kiev regime, created for the Western
mass media, as was done in Mariupol 'with the
fake obstetric hospital, the theater and also in
other cities ". Summarizing the situation today, it
can be said that Ukrainian propaganda creates
not only simple "fakes", but real short films with a
plot, with extras and costumes. The most
relevant cinefantasy are at least these 5: 1) the
civilians massacred in Bucha "by Russian
soldiers", who in reality were massacred by the
Ukrainian Nazis when the Russians left; 2) the
bombing of the maternity hospital in Mariupol "by
the Russian air force", in reality soundly denied
by the girl witness, used by the Ukrainians who
create the forgery; 3) the complaints of the
Donbass militiamen, who were allegedly
mobilized by force, but an examination of the
video and the quality of the recording show that it
is an edited scene; 4) the "dead Russian
soldiers": before shooting the film, they forgot to
remove the label, on which the soldier's name is
written in Ukrainian; 5) the artillery bombardment
of civilians in the city of Cernigov, which would
have been "carried out by Russian soldiers": in
reality there is no Russian army there and the
soiled bodies are victims of the Ukrainian Nazis
or they are extras, used to shoot the movie.
Ferny Cillo #cinefantasy #Kiev #bucha #Nato The
mayor of Bucha in Kyiv region, Anatoliy Fedoruk,
stated that the town had been liberated from
Russian troops.
https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-ato/3445989-buc
ha-liberated-from-russian-invaders-mayor.html

Twitter

(A) Examples of comments that were deleted after being reported.

Comment English Translation

But when do you start working? Keep thinking
about Conte ..maybe you have understood that
he will do your ass in stripes?
SHIT you are and SHIT you will die
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Shit fascist

You are a fool and also a son of the emeritus
whore. Send us your mommy's bitch to suck
American tourists cocks in Florence for € 2 an
hour, filthy son of the filth!

Suck it ugly dick head!!!! Parasite!!!!!

I would dissolve you in acid, stinking farts

(B) Examples of comments that were not deleted after being reported.

Comment English Translation

I hope you die soon cursed

You fucking addict are you moron idiot

FUCK YOU friend of dictators

You jerk you are a thief of shit the same even if
the cassation of the cock should say the opposite
. How much paid so far ?
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You really fucking broke up.
YOU MUST DISAPPEAR FROM POLITICS. You
#RenziFaiSchifo will be forever
CAFONE AND THIEF TOGETHER WITH YOUR
BELOVED @meb BOSCHI
2016 if we lose the referendum we leave politics.
The Italians responded with a nice FUCK YOU.
And you steal.

But go to shit imbecile💩💩💩💩

Your master licks Arabs' asses for thousands of
euros.
You should find the courage to shut up, you
obese ass

YOU ARE A WHORE

Well don't you know Stefano that those 2 go hand
in hand more and more? The slimy Arab has
found his true nature, black ..
#RenzaFaiSchifoSempre

YouTube

(A) Examples of comments that were deleted after being reported.

Comment English Translation

Apart from Donato, the others are to be
physically eliminated

Let other criminals arrive, I would castrate them
all

I would shoot him with buckshot these parasitic
rogues pieces of shit

find them and make their ass big as a house,
perhaps by some good Muslim

It's no longer time to report, they don't care! You
have to hang them all 🔥

Unload the gun in the head of this criminal PD
police force ashamed you defend the delinquents
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(B) Examples of comments that were not deleted after being reported.

Comment English Translation

Let's save Italy ..... hang or gasify the politicians

I would ignite them.

We need killers to annihilate the politicians who
govern us

I'll kill them all

Enough Giorgia .... you just have to kill them all.
They are usurpers and all must be executed ....
draghi conte letta etc

How I would like one of these madmen to stab a
politician or a magistrate in the street, those in
favor of illegal immigration.

Good, serious, professional.
The rest we burn them alive

Bravo ... annihilate them all

I want them all burned!!!!

Relevant provisions from the Italian law

Defamation

Defamation occurs whenever the reputation of an absent person is offended in front of at least two
other people. On social media one commits the offence when posting an insulting comment visible to
more users. While simple defamation can be punished with a maximum fine, aggravated defamation
is punishable by imprisonment from six months to three years or a fine of not less than 516€.
Defamation is excused whenever it constitutes an immediate and instinctive reaction to a previous
offence received from the other party.
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Substitution of a person

Substitution of person is committed not only by those who open an account using the name and/or
photographs of another person, but also by those who boast titles, qualities or conditions that they do
not have: all for illicit purposes. Underlying the crime must be an activity designed to deceive. Article
494 of the Criminal Code punishes those who unlawfully substitutes their own for the person of others
by attributing to themselves or others a false name, false status or quality to which the law confers
legal effects, with imprisonment of up to one year.

Threats

Anyone who threatens someone else with unjust and substantial harm is punished by Article 612 of
the Penal Code with a fine of up to 1,032€, following a complaint by the offended person or, if the
threat is serious or is made with the use of weapons or anonymous writings, with imprisonment of up
to one year. The Code makes no reference to the manner of the threat, so comments on social media
constitute an offence exactly like intimidating phrases said in person or via private chat, as long as the
threat is perceived as credible, serious and is directed at a specific person.

Crime of apology

On social media, one should avoid inciting other users to commit crimes. According to Supreme Court
jurisprudence, an apology crime regarding terrorist crimes is also committed by one who shares mere
links to jihadist material on social networks. The crime is triggered whenever a person, in public,
incites disobedience of only public order laws or hatred between social classes. In such a case, one
faces imprisonment from six months to five years.

Stalking and harassment

A series of private messages or constant comments on posts. Anything that is repeated and can
generate anxiety, stress or fear in the victim, or even cause him or her to suspend his or her social
account can constitute the crime of stalking. In less serious cases, the crime of harassment is
triggered.

Copyright infringement

Copyright infringement is triggered whenever someone else’s works are posted on a social network
for which the author never gave permission.

Insult

Offending a person’s honour and decorum. With the repeal in 2016 of Article 594 of the Penal Code,
insult changed its status from felony to tort. To commit insult by remote means of communication, the
offence must consist of direct communication to the offended person. The person offended may
proceed with a civil suit, which may result in being ordered to pay a monetary penalty.

Relevant provisions from in Terms of Service

Here you can find complete guidelines for Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.

Harassment and bullying
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Content that harasses, intimidates, or is otherwise intended to shame or degrade others that features
insults, harassment, intimidation or intends to degrade someone based on someone's intrinsic
attributes. This includes violent threats or calls to self-harm.

Here you can find specific rules for Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.

Hate speech

Content targeting a person or group of people on the basis of the protected characteristic(s) or
immigration status, and promotes violence, dehumanisation, harmful stereotypes, expressions of
contempt, disgust or dismissal, cursing and calls for exclusion or segregation.

Here you can find specific rules for Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.

Incitement to violence

Content that wishes, promotes, instructs, incites or expresses desire to kill or otherwise harm a
person and/or groups of people.

Here you can find specific rules for Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.

Violent and extremist organisations

Content that promotes various dangerous organisations or individuals connected to violence and
extremism.

Here you can find specific rules for Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.

Violent graphic content

Content that incites others to commit violent crime or glorifies violent attacks against an individual
and/or group of people.

Here you can find specific rules for Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.

Misinformation

Incorrect or misleading content that aca cause serious harm to an individual and/or group of people,
or interferes democratic processes.

Here you can find specific rules for Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.
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